CREATING THE WORLD’S LARGEST LIVING MEMORIAL
REMEMBRANCE • ENVIRONMENT • COMMUNITY

HIGHWAY OF HEROES
During the war in Afghanistan, Canada lost 159 servicemen and servicewomen. Once
repatriated at CFB Trenton, their bodies were driven to the coroner’s office in Toronto. A
very Canadian thing happened during those years: hundreds of people turned out to stand
on bridges along Highway 401 to quietly reflect on the meaning of this sacrifice, hold flags
and salute the fallen heroes passing by in hearses. In 2007, the 170-km route was officially
renamedthe Highway of Heroes.

MORE TO THE STORY
In 2014 a group of tree-loving people were inspired to
transform the Highway of Heroes into a living tribute
that honours Canada’s war dead - 117,000 since
Confederation. In addition to honouring our troops the
commemorative trees would clean the atmosphere, cool
the environment and provide an inspired drive down an
otherwise pedestrian stretch of asphalt. The Highway
of Heroes Tree Campaign was developed to make this a
reality.

Since that time, support has grown, as have the project’s
ambitions. The 117,000 most prominent trees will be
planted in honour of those who lost their lives, and
in addition, a total of 2 million trees will be planted to
recognize all Canadians who have served during times
of war. Already underway, tree planting events educate
volunteers about sacrifices that have been made. Military
personnel and veterans frequently attend these events
themselves.
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HIGHWAY OF HEROES TREE CAMPAIGN
The Highway of Heroes Living Tribute is built to last.
Each planting is completed by qualified technicians
using industry-leading soil remediation and tree
selection techniques.

The 2 million tribute trees will sequester tonnes of
carbon dioxide, clean pollutants from the air, filter
our water and provide food and shelter to a wide
variety of native wildlife.

We will connect Canadians to our plantings using
maps and interpretive signage that tell the Highway
of Heroes story, honour our military and thank those
who contributed to the living tribute.

To achieve this goal, The Highway of Heroes Tree
Campaign must secure $10 million in pledges and
in-kind donations from government, individuals,
corporations & foundations.

PROFILE OF A HERO
A generation ago, Canadians worried that the memory of those who gave their
lives for our freedom would be forgotten as people who experienced World War
II were dying off. Then along came the Afghanistan War, and Corporal Nick Kerr
volunteered to serve in active duty. He saw a lot of things he’d like to forget. And
he attended the funerals of eight of his fellow service friends. Eight. One of them
was his best friend, James Arnal.
In September 2016, Corporal Nick Kerr made the 6-hour drive from CFB Petawawa
to Whitby to plant trees in memory of his fallen comrades. Alongside project cofounder, Mark Cullen, he spent the day digging, planting and mulching. The next
day, a Sunday, he showed up at another Highway of Heroes tree planting event in
Ajax, to spend yet another day digging, planting and mulching before embarking
on the 6-hour journey home.
In the words of Corporal Kerr, “I do this to help deal with my sense of loss.” He
continues to contribute his efforts to building the living tribute. We owe a great
debt to military personnel like Corporal Kerr and their fallen comrades.

Project co-founder, Mark Cullen (left) and Corporal Nick Kerr (right)

PROTECTING WHAT THEY’VE FOUGHT FOR
The Highway of Heroes Tree Campaign planting events
near the highway educate Canadians about the benefits
of reforestation, the importance of native trees, and
why, as a nation, we need to embrace measures that
protect our environment from the impacts of climate
change.

As Canadians, we’re proud of our values that guide us to
respect green spaces and wilderness, yet too few of us
realize we have the highest carbon footprint per capita
in the world. We can and will do better. Those who serve
in our military protect our land and our freedom; we
must protect what they’ve fought for.

GOAL: $10 MILLION IN PLEDGES BY 2020
Leadership
Contributions

$10 million

Lead Gifts

$7.5 million

$5 million

$2.5 million

Cumulative
Gift
Amount

Number of
Gifts Required

$3,000,000
- $4,000,000

Founding Patron

$1,000,000

Project Partners

$500,000

Champions

$250,000

Leaders

$200,000

Platinum

$150,000

Gold

$100,000

Silver

$50,000

Bronze

$25,000

gift required   

  

gift committed

Leadership contributions will be recognized on the final permanent signage along the
route. All contributions are gratefully received and recognized.
Please consider multi-year pledges and gifts of securities. All donations qualify for
charitable tax receipts.

HIGHWAY OF HEROES
CAMPAIGN CABINET

Mark Cullen
Michael de Pencier
Tony DiGiovanni
Valerie Pringle
Donna Cansfield
Elaine Solway

Honorary Patrons:
Mr. and Mrs. David &
Sharon Johnston
Campaign Champion
Don Cherry

A TRANSFORMATION IS UNDERWAY
Many people’s first impression of Southern Ontario is shaped by what they experience along Highway
401. In March 2018, award-winning landscape architect Scott Wentworth unveiled a design which uses
the spectacular fall colour of native maples to thematically link tribute plantings along the entire route.
Linear plantings will be bookmarked with groups of native maples and marked with a small sign or red and
white tree stakes.

Larger plantings at interchanges and rest stops will have native maples as their anchor planting, and other
tree species will flow outwards in green ribbons. Local input on their design is welcome.

8:1 BENEFIT RATIO

Every $1 invested in trees results in
approximately $8 in other benefits;

• Trees fight climate change, absorb carbon dioxide
and produce oxygen;
• Trees absorb stormwater and filter pollutants from
our waterways;
• Trees provide shelter and food for a variety of
wildlife including pollinators;
• Trees can calm traffic and even prevent crime;
• Memorial tree plantings provide a form of therapy
to those coping with PTSD.

TO SUPPORT THE CAMPAIGN PLEASE CONTACT:
Rebecca Harrison
Fundraising & Community Engagement Specialist
rebecca@hohtribute.ca
Cell: 905.999.5479
Tel: 905.875.0021
Toll-free: 1.844.277.HERO (4376)
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